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This Category List allows each team to keep track of which questions are available.

Here is a quick summary of the rules for a TEAM game:
● A game lasts 10 minutes, with the timekeeper standing at 9 minutes.
● The game begins with the reading of the lowest point value question of the first category listed. If no team answers that question,
the next lowest point value question will be asked. After a question has been answered correctly, the team that most recently
answered a question correctly has 5 seconds to confer and choose which category and point value the next question comes from.
The captain will relay this information to the quizmaster.
● "Buzz-out": A player who scores 50 or more points has "buzzed-out" and is no longer eligible to buzz for the duration of that game,
but will remain seated at the table and can still offer input on category selection. In case of a tie, all buzzed-out players are eligible
to buzz on the tie-breaker.
● When a player correctly answers the toss-up invoking a buzz-out, the scorekeeper(s) will immediately notify the quizmaster that a
buzz-out has occurred. The Quizmaster is to stop time and the audience is to recognize the player for this accomplishment with
applause. After this, time is resumed and the game continues with the reading of the next question.
● "Free-for-all Rebound": If the first team to buzz misses the question, each player on the opposing team may buzz-in and attempt to
answer the question until someone answers correctly or all players have attempted. After each miss, the next player's buzz must be
immediately forthcoming; otherwise the quizmaster is to move on to the next question.
● If the first team to buzz misses the question, the quizmaster will re-read the entire question to the opposing team. Should a player
on the opposing team buzz-in and miss before the end of the re-read, the question will not be completed for the remaining players.
● All questions have a specific type of answer based on its category, therefore only the required answer, its direct modifier(s), and
insignificant words may be given.
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Round 1

Chapters G 1,G 2,G 3 — NOT FOR USE IN COMPETITION

Words that End with "ED"
10 This was so that we might be WHAT by faith in Christ and
not by the works of the law?

--JUSTIFIED [G 2:16]

15 What would all nations be through Abraham?

--BLESSED [G 3:8]

15 Jesus Christ was publicly WHAT as crucified before the eyes
of the Galatians?

--PORTRAYED [G 3:1]

20 For if the law had been WHAT with the ability to give life?

--GRANTED [G 3:21]

From the sections
10 From "Justification through Faith": Consequently those who
have WHAT are blessed with Abraham?

--FAITH [G 3:9]

15 From "Law and Promise": For all who DO WHAT on the
works of the law are under a curse?

--RELY [G 3:10]

15 From "Justification through Faith": What did Abraham do to
God and it was credited to him for righteousness?

--BELIEVED [G 3:6]

20 From "Justification through Faith": So then, does God give
you the Spirit and work WHAT among you?

--MIRACLES [G 3:5]

Words that Begin with "W"
10 What did Cephas do and separated himself?

--WITHDREW [G 2:12]

15 Our Lord Jesus Christ rescued us from this present evil age
according to the WHAT of our God and Father?

--WILL [G 1:4]

15 Because it is WHAT, Cursed is everyone who is hung on a
tree?

--WRITTEN [G 3:13]

20 Paul asks the Galatians, Did you receive the Spirit by the
WHAT of the law?

--WORKS [G 3:2]

Mystery!
10 Answer with a word that begins with "G": The purpose was
that the blessing of Abraham would come to the WHAT by
Christ Jesus?

--GENTILES [G 3:14]

15 Answer with a word that begins with "L": Instead, the one
who does these things will DO WHAT by them?

--LIVE [G 3:12]

15 Answer with a word that begins with "N": Paul asked the
Galatians, Did you experience so much for nothing— if in
fact it was for WHAT?

--NOTHING [G 3:4]

20 Answer with a word that begins with "J": What is it clear
that no one is before God by the law?

--JUSTIFIED [G 3:11]

